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Self-organized pigmented and 
vascularized full skin tissue 
model for melanoma research
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Pirraco1,2, Rui L. Reis1,2 and Alexandra P. Marques1,2
13B’s Research Group, I3Bs – Research Institute on Biomaterials, 

European Institute of Excellence on Tissue Engineering and Regenerative 
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Being a multi-layered organ, the complexity of human skin is 
in vitro. Despite the major advances in cur-

rently available 3D skin models, they remain very simplistic in 
relation to native tissue complexity. Moreover, the integration of 
melanoma cells into 3D skin models rendering representative tu-
mor microenvironments is yet to be fully achieved. Cell sheet 
engineering has shown impressive results in recreating the na-
tive tissue structure and interactions of many different tissues by 
keeping intact the native cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix 

-
ing these major features, we built a 3D full skin model by stack-

and keratinocytes (hKCs) or of hDFbs and human dermal micro-
vascular endothelial cells (hDMECs), respectively as units of the 
epidermis- or dermis-like analogues. Melanocytes were further 
incorporated in the epidermis-like cell sheets before exposed to 

-
dermis. In order to understand how melanoma cells responded 
to the self-organized full skin model, different cell lines (WM-
115, SK-Mel-28, LM-MEL-33 and VMM15) were used. Histo-

-
in the epidermis and their migration into the dermis through the 
formed basement membrane. Interactions between the melano-
ma cells and the stromal cells in the dermis are being assessed 
focusing on the known mechanisms involved in tumour progres-
sion in order to validate our approach.
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Cytotoxicity of ZnO micro-  
and nanoparticles on HaCaT and  
A549 studied by MTT,  
NRU and LDH viability assays
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Fisiologia, Dpt de Bioquímica i Fisiologia, Facultat de Farmàcia i CC de 

montsemitjans@ub.edu 

Nanomaterials are one of the most versatile products but due to 
their intrinsic physicochemical properties they can interact with 
various biological molecules or cells causing alterations in the or-
ganism. Consequently, the purpose of this work is to evaluate the 
potential cytotoxic effect of ZnO micro and nano particles on two 
human cell lines, HaCaT and A549, using three different endpoints, 

in vitro cytotoxic 
study will increase the knowledge on how metal nanoparticles de-
velop adverse effects.

The mean hydrodynamic diameter and the polydispersity index 
(PDI) of the particles were determined by dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) using a Malvern Zetasizer ZS (Malvern Instruments, Mal-

concentration of 1.0 mg/ml. We follow the protocol of Vinardell et 

and the LDH test.
Data from hydrodynamic diameter indicate that this variable in-

creases with time. This fact maybe due to agglomeration phenom-
ena or to possible adsorption of proteins on the particle surface, to 
a greater or lesser degree (Allouni et al., 2015). In the case of cyto-
toxicity, we have calculated IC50 for better comparisons among the 
different products and cell lines. IC50 is in general inferior to 100 

comparing the different zinc oxides, micrometric ZnO is the most 
cytotoxic, followed by 100 nm ZnO and 50 nm.

In general, we can conclude that a relationship between nano-
metric size and higher toxicity cannot be directly attributed.
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